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Abstract

Many of today's high performance airplanes use

high gain, digital flight control systems. These sys-

tems are liable to couple with the aircraft's structural

dynamics and aerodynamics to cause an aeroservoe-
lastic interaction. These interactions can be stable or

unstable depending upon damping and phase relation-

ships within the system. This paper presents the de-

tails of an aeroservoelastic interaction experienced in

flight by the X-29A forward-swept wing airplane. A

26.5-Hz canard pitch mode response was aliased by

the digital sampling rate in the canard position feed-

back loop of the flight control system, resulting in a

13.5-Hz signal being commanded to the longitudinal

control surfaces. The amplitude of this commanded

signal increased as the wear of the canard seals in-

creased, as the feedback path gains were increased,

and as the canard aerodynamic loading decreased. The
resultant control surface deflections were of sufficient

amplitude to excite the structure. The flight data pre-

sented shows the effect of each component (structural

dynamics, aerodynamics, and flight control system)
Ibr this aeroservoclastic interaction.

Nomenclature

A/D analog to digital

ASE aeroservoelastic
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CS canard station

D/A digital to analog

FCS flight control system

9 structural damping

LVDT linear variable displacement
transducer

Nz normal acceleration

NORM ACC normal automatic camber control

NORM MCC normal manual camber control

q pitch rate

tj pitch acceleration

T sampling time

WS wing station

ZOH zero order hold

/5c canard position

Introduction

The trend of today's aircraft design is toward more

flexible structures with high gain automatic flight con-

trol systems (FCS). This trend has led to the emergence

of an important design and test consideration; namely,

the detection and prevention of aeroservoelastic (ASE)

instabilities. An ASE instability is the adverse interac-

tion between the aircraft's structural dynamics, aero-

dynamics, and FCS. This interaction is a self-excited
oscillation similar to flutter. However, unlike flutter,

the energy to sustain the oscillation is supplied in part

by the FCS.

Analytical tools and test methods have been devel-

oped to better understand, predict, and prevent ASE



interactions. 1-3 Even so, ASE interactions may still

be encountered in flight. 4-6

The X-29A forward-swept wing technology demon-

strator is an airplane that is statically unstable in the

longitudinal axis with a flexible structure and a high-

gain, digital FCS. Initial flight envelope clearance test-

ing did not reveal any ASE interactions. 7 However, an

increase in the canard structural response as the canard

aerodynamic seals wore and an increase in the control

system feedback gains for improved handling qualities
led to an ASE interaction. This interaction is at a high

frequency with relatively small amplitude motion and

is not discemible to the pilot. This interaction was de-

tected by monitoring the telemetered signals from the

flight test instrumentation.

The ASE interaction involves the response of a high

frequency structural mode that is aliased to a lower fre-

quency as a result of the analog to digital (A/D) con-

vertor sample rate. The aliased response is amplified

by the digital FCS and then commanded to the longitu-

dinal flight control surfaces. Flight data are presented

that show individually the effects of the structural dy-

namics, the FCS, and the aerodynamics in order to

permit an assessment of each component on the over-
all interaction.

Aircraft Description

The X-29A aircraft (Fig. 1) incorporated many

advanced technologies, the most evident being the

forward-swept wing concept. The wing is made up of

graphite-epoxy composite covers which are aeroelasti-

cally tailored to control the structural divergence inher-

ent in forward-swept wing designs. A thin, supercriti-

cal airfoil section is incorporated into the wing design

to reduce the cruise and maneuver drag in the transonic

flight regime. The wing has dual hinged, full-span

flaperons at the trailing edge to provide discrete vari-

able airfoil camber. These flaperons, in concert with

the canards and strake flaps, have programmed move-

ment to optimize the lift-to-drag ratio at any given con-

dition in the flight envelope.

To further enhance performance, the X-29A aircraft

is designed in the longitudinal axis to have approxi-

mately 35-percent negative static stability margin sub-

sonically and a neutral stability margin at approxi-

mately Mach 1.4. The variable-incidence, close cou-

pled canards located forward of the wings, the strake

flaps, and the wing flaperons are used to provide lon-

gitudinal control. To employ the relaxed static stabil-

ity of the aircraft safely, these three surfaces are con-

trolled by a triply-redundant digital fly-by-wire FCS.

As a further redundancy, each of the three computers

contains an analog backup. Lateral control is provided

by asymmetric deflection of the full-span wing flaper-

ons. The single vertical fin provides the necessary di-

rectional stability and contains a conventional rudder
for directional control.

The root of each canard is constructed with rubber

seals which press firmly against the fuselage. These

seals, shown in Fig. 2, are placed on the canard root to

seal the gap between the canard and the fuselage for

aerodynamic reasons. The canard is an all-moveable

control surface and the primary pitch control device
for the aircraft.

The FCS is designed with different operating flight

control modes. The normal digital automatic camber

control (NORM ACC) mode is the primary operating
mode and is the mode in which the control surfaces

are positioned for optimum performance. The normal

digital manual camber control (NORM MCC) mode

uses the same flight control gains as the NORM ACC

mode. In the NORM MCC mode, the wing flaperons

can be placed in a fixed position. The airplane is flown

in this mode for research data acquisition only.

A complete description of the X-29A aircraft FCS

is found in Ref. 8. A brief description of the lon-

gitudinal axis is given in this paper since it was in

this axis that the ASE interaction occurred. The flight

control laws in the longitudinal axis depend on air-

craft normal acceleration, canard surface position, and

pitch rate sensors for feedback signals. A simplified

schematic is shown in Fig. 3. Each feedback path had

notch filters and prefilters (anti-aliasing filters) incor-

porated. Notch filters are provided for attenuation of

structural mode responses in each feedback path. The

canard position feedback path has a filter to attenuate

the first fuselage bending mode (,,_ 11.5 Hz). The pitch

rate feedback path has filters to attenuate the first fuse-

lage bending mode (--_11.5 Hz), the second fuselage

bending mode (,-_24 Hz), and the second symmetric

wing bending mode (,,_26 Hz). The normal accelera-

tion feedback path has filters to attenuate the first fuse-

lage bending mode (" 11.5 Hz), the nose boom bend-

ing mode (_21 Hz), the canard pitch mode ("22 Hz),

and the second fuselage bending mode (,-24 Hz).

The flight control computer hardware is existing,

off-the-shelf hardware from another airplane. The

computer sample rate is 80 samples/sec and each pre-

filter break frequency is set at approximately 32 Hz.



Thishardwareis usedfor boththelongitudinaland
lateral-directional axes for the X-29A airplane. The

computer processes one data sample for the longitu-
dinal axis and the alternate sample for the lateral-

directional axis. Consequently, each axis is sampled

at 40 samples/sec. However, it should be noted that

the prefilter break frequency (32 Hz) remained un-

changed mainly because of concems with rigid body

phase margins at high dynamic pressures. These phase

margins could change by lowering the prefilter break

frequency to 20 Hz and below. Furthermore, the
control surface actuators would have limited capabil-

ity to excite structural modes in the frequency range
of 20 to 30 Hz because of their roll-off characteris-

tics. The inability of the FCS to sustain an interaction

with the structural modes in this frequency range pro-

vided further justification for not changing the prefilter

break frequency.

Two X-29A airplanes were built. These airplanes

were identical except for a spin-recovery parachute

assembly which was installed on ship 2. Near the

end of the research flight testing on ship 1, it was

desired to improve the pitch and roll rate perfor-

mance of the airplane. This improvement was accom-

plished by increasing the flight control computer feed-

back path gains in both the longitudinal and lateral-

directional axes. These changes were only made in

the NORM ACC flight control mode after the aircraft

had completed approximately 173 hr of flight test-

ing. These new flight control laws were flown in both

X-29A airplanes.

Instrumentation

The airplane instrumentation which aided in detect-

ing and investigating the ASE interaction consisted of

accelerometers, static pressure taps, and flight con-

trol computer parameters. The locations of the ac-

celerometers and the static pressure taps are shown in

Fig. 4. The responses obtained from the canard ac-

celerometers and static pressure taps are the data pri-

marily used in this paper. The sample rates for the

accelerometers and static pressure taps are 400 and

25 samples/sec, respectively.

A digital data bus provided access to the flight con-

trol computer commands and the feedback path sig-

nals. The feedback signals are measured at the point

after the analog signal is digitized and the command

signals are measured at the point prior to signal con-

version from digital to analog (D/A) (see Fig. 3). The

sample rate of the data bus is 40 samples/sec.

Flight Conditions

Several flight conditions were analyzed to show the

individual effects of the structural dynamics, FCS, and

the aerodynamics on the ASE interaction experienced

with the X-29A airplane.

The effect of varying the feedback gains in the FCS

on the ASE interaction is shown with data acquired at

Math numbers 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.85, and

0.90 at an altitude of 15,000 ft. These flight conditions

were selected because the feedback path gains were

increased the most at 15,000 ft to improve the airplane

handling qualities.

The effect of structural dynamics was observed pri-

marily on the canard. Data was acquired at Mach 0.80

at 15,000 fi for the airplane at 75, 93, 135, 150, 174,

and 182 hr of flight. These data provided a good his-

tory of the canard structural response as a function of
canard seal wear.

The effect of the aerodynamics was shown at

Mach 0.90 at 30,000 ft, which was one of the design

points for the airplane. For this study, the NORM

MCC flight control mode was used. In this mode, the

wing flaperons could be fixed at different angles and

trimmed flight is maintained by changing the canard

deflection angle. Four discrete canard angles (8.4, 5.1,

-0.4, and -4.0 °) were obtained for straight and level

flight at this flight condition. These data were acquired

during one flight which eliminated the effect of the ca-

nard seal wear on the structural response of the canard.

In addition, the flight control laws were unchanged

during the acquisition of this data.

Results

Description of the Aeroservoelastic Interaction

After making the changes in the FCS to improve the

airplane handling qualities, a 13.5-Hz response was

observed on the canard which was not noticed prior

to the FCS modification. Vibration analyses, ground,

and flight test data showed that there were no struc-

tural modes at this frequency. Power spectral den-

sity analyses revealed that the canard position feed-

back, canard command, flaperon command, and strake

command time history response contained power at a

frequency of 13.5 Hz. The other longitudinal feed-

back paths (pitch rate and normal acceleration) and

the lateral-directional axis did not contain any power

at a frequency of 13.5 Hz. Consequently, a 13.5-Hz

forced response was observed primarily on the canard,



butalsoatattenuatedlevelsonthestrakeflapandthe
wing.Theamplitudeof thecanardcommandtimehis-
torysignalat 13.5Hzwasashighas2°, peak-to-peak,

at certain flight conditions. The canard surface actu-

ator acted as a filter and attenuated the amplitude of

the signal such that the canard motion was only 0.30 °,

peak-to-peak, at 13.5 Hz.

It was determined from the test data analysis that

the lowest canard structural mode (canard pitch) was

at a frequency of 26.5 Hz. The response of this mode

was reflected to a lower frequency of 13.5 Hz. This

phenomenon is called aliasing. Aliasing occurs from

sampling data that has a frequency higher than one-

half of the sampling rate. The A/D convertor sampling

rate was 40 samples/see and therefore has a Nyquist

(or aliasing) frequency of 20 Hz. 9 Frequencies above

20 Hz will be reflected (aliased) back into the fre-

quency range of 0 to 20 Hz. The FCS was somewhat

prone to aliasing because the 32-Hz anti-aliasing filter

break frequency used in the off-the-shelf flight com-

puter hardware was not changed for the X-29A (see

Aircraft Description section).

The power spectral density plot for the inboard ca-

nard accelerometer response is shown in Fig. 5. Each

frequency in the range of 20 to 150 Hz that would

alias to 13.5 Hz is identified on the plot. Note that

there is a significant level of response at the canard

pitch/_nding mode (42 Hz), the canard cambering

mode (106 Hz), and a higher order canard mode at

134 Hz. These modes probably contributed very little

to the 13.5-Hz signal because the displacement level

of these modes is less than the 26.5-Hz pitch mode

and because the contributions from these modes are

further attenuated by the roll-off of the 32-Hz anti-

aliasing filter.

It should be noted that this ASE interaction is stable.

Sufficient energy could not be provided by the FCS to

cxcite the 26.5-Hz canard pitch mode. This is caused

by the attenuated output of the canard actuator and the

D/A conversion process. The D/A process converts

the signal from digital to analog waveforms using zero

order hold (ZOH) circuits (see Fig. 3).

Figure 6 shows a power spectral density plot of

the canard command signal at a flight condition of

Mach 0.80 at 15,000 ft, after passing through the ZOH.

The data indicates power at frequencies of 13.5 Hz

and 26.5 Hz. The digital data can only have a fre-

quency content of 0 to 20 Hz before it is converted

to analog. This frequency bandwidth is caused by

the sample rate of 40 samples/sec and corresponding

Nyquist frequency of 20 Hz. The response at 26.5 Hz

is a reflection of 13.5 Hz but attenuated in amplitude.
This is a characteristic of the ZOH. In fact, all fre-

quencies below the Nyquist frequency are reflected

to frequencies above the Nyquist frequency but at at-

tenuated amplitudes.I° These reflections are repeated

in sidebands (Fig. 6) that have a bandwidth equal to

sample rate.

The canard actuator response, shown in Fig. 7, re-

vealed a large amount of attenuation at 26.5 Hz, which

is the frequency of the canard pitch mode. This atten-

uation, added to the attenuation from the ZOH, would

allow virtually no energy to be transferred to the struc-

ture at this frequency. The total attenuation effectively

created an open loop between the canard position feed-

back and the canard command signals.

In addition, the canard pitch mode is moderately

damped. The aliasing of the canard pitch mode re-

sponse further increased the apparent damping of that

mode, which made the system even more stable. This

effect, shown in Fig. 8, was also verified with flight

data analysis. This analysis indicated that the canard

pitch modal damping was consistently less than the

damping of the 13.5-Hz forced response.

Finally, the 13.5-Hz forced canard response caused

by the aliasing did not correspond to any structural

mode of the airplane. As a result, a sustained, limited-

amplitude, sinusoidal response could not occur on the

canard, unless there was no damping for the canard

pitch mode at 26.5 Hz.

Effect of the Flight Control System on the
Aeroservoelastic Interaction

The FCS feedback gains were changed to improve

the handling qualifies of the airplane and are a func-

tion of Mach number and altitude. These gains were

maximized at an altitude of 15,000 ft to achieve the

desired improvements in airplane handling qualities.

Consequently, an envelope expansion flight test was

conducted at this altitude with Mach numbers varying

from 0.40 to 0.90. The maximum gain change was

at Mach 0.80. The normalized loop gain for the ca-

nard position feedback path compared to the normal-

ized peak amplitude of the 13.5-Hz forced response is

shown in Fig. 9. A comparison of these two curves

showed that the canard feedback loop gain increased to
a maximum value at Mach 0.80 which caused a corre-

sponding increase in the forced response of the canard

at a frequency of 13.5 Hz. Note that the amplitude of



the13.5-Hzforcedresponseis slightlylessthanthe
canardloopgainvaluesfor Machnumbersbetween
0.40and0.80andsignificantlylessaboveMach0.80.
Thesedifferencescanbeattributedtotheaerodynamic
effectsactingonthecanard.

Figure10showsthecanardcommandpeakampli-
tudeat13.5Hzasafunctionof flighthoursforaflight
conditionof Mach0.80at15,000ft. Thesedataindi-
cateaslightincreaseinamplitudefrom75to150flight
hours.This increasedamplitudeis attributedto the
wearof thecanardsealwhichallowedthestructural
responseof thecanardtoincrease(discussedintheef-
fectof thestructuraldynamicssection).Thelargein-
creaseinamplitudebetween150and174hr isprimar-
ily causedbyincreasedfeedbackpathgainstoimprove
thepitchrateof theairplane.

A comparisonof thecanardcommandpowerspec-
tral densityplots,shownin Fig. 1l, revealsthe in-
creasein magnitudeat 13.5Hzdueto thefeedback
gainchange.Thefeedbackpathgainswerechangedat
approximately173flighthours.It wasthemagnitude
ofthischangethatcausedthe13.5-Hzforcedresponse
tobecomemorenoticeableonthecanard.Alsoseenin
thefigureisanincreaseinpowerin the1-to3-Hzfre-
quencyrangefor thedataat 174flighthours.Theset
of dataacquiredat 150flighthoursis withnocontrol
stickinputswhilethedataacquiredat 174flight hours

contained pitch stick doublets. These inputs into the

FCS are the cause of the increased power in this fre-

quency range.

The flight test experience for the X-29A has shown

that increases in the feedback path gains can result

in large increases in unintentional FCS command sig-

nals. In this case, an unexpected 13.5-Hz signal was

commanded to the longitudinal axis control surfaces

which resulted in a canard forced response of signif-

icant amplitude. Therefore, care must be exercised

when increasing feedback gains and a combination of

ground, flight, and analytical data should be reviewed

in making these changes for an indication of unex-

pected results.

Effect of the Structural Dynamics on the
Aeroservoelastic Interaction

Ground vibration testing of ship 111 and ship 2 t2 re-

vealed that the frequency of the canard pitch mode and

its associated shape was sensitive to the presence of the

canard seals (Fig. 2). It was found during these tests

that the frequency of the canard pitch mode decreased

significantly when the seals were removed. In addi-

tion, it was found that the frequency could be varied

by changing the amount of input force used to excite
the canard.

The amount of canard seal wear greatly affected the

structural dynamics of the canard. As the canard seal

wore, less force was exerted between the canard and

the fuselage which consequently allowed the structural

response of the canard to become larger. This increase

in structural response amplitude was sensed by the ca-

nard linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT),

aliased to a frequency of 13.5 Hz and then amplified in

the FCS. The overall effect was to have more power

(higher amplitude) at a frequency of 13.5 Hz in both

the canard position feedback path and the canard com-

mand path. The first four data points in Fig. 10 indi-

cated this gradual increase in amplitude. The increased

power at 13.5 Hz was caused by the increased response

of the canard pitch mode since no changes to the FCS

were made during this phase of the program.

An even more dramatic comparison of the effect of

the canard seal wear on the canard structural response

is shown in Fig. 12. The canard response is shown
for Mach 0.40, 0.60, and 0.80 at 15,000 ft for X-29A

ships 1 and 2. The data for ship 1 is with worn seals

(174 flight hours) while the data for ship 2 is with

new seals (2 flight hours). Each airplane had identi-

cal flight control laws in the FCS. The new seals re-

duce the canard structural response. The tightness of

the seals added damping to the canard structure which

greatly reduced the response of the 26.5-Hz canard

pitch mode. As a result, the amplitude of the canard

command signal at 13.5 Hz was virtually eliminated.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of power spectral
densities for the canard inboard accelerometer re-

sponse for ships 1 and 2. These data indicated not only

an attenuation of the canard structural response but

also a frequency shift in the canard structural modes

above 40 Hz. It is believed that the frequency shift is

caused by the added damping to the canard structure

by the new seals. The additional damping effectively

reduces the canard unsteady aerodynamic force which

could result in a frequency shift. A similar effect has

also been observed with force variation studies during
ground vibration testing. 13

Structural changes have shown a measurable effect

on the ASE stability of the X-29A. The structural dy-

namic characteristics of the canard were significantly

affected by the canard aerodynamic seal wear. The

increased structural response was sensed in the ca-



nardpositionfeedbackpathwhichin tumresultedin
largeramplitude,longitudinalaxiscommandsignals
asthesealwearincreased.Otherstructuralchanges
thatcouldcauseincreasedfeedbackpathsignalsare
controlsurfacefreeplayandfueldistributionchanges.
Thecontrolsurfacefreeplaywasmeasuredregularly
andkeptwithinconservativelimits.7Theairplanewas
groundtestedwith twodifferentfuelloadingswhich
showedtherewerenosignificanteffectsonfeedback
pathsignals.However,it is essentialto considerall
possiblesourcesthatcouldchangethestructuraldy-
namicsofanairplanebecauseevensmallchangeshave
beenshowntohavealargeeffectonASEinteractions.

Effect of Aerodynamics on the Aeroservoelastic
Interaction

The canard structural response was affected as the

canard aerodynamic loading varied. Data were ac-

quired to show this effect at a flight condition of
Mach 0.90 at 30,000 ft in the NORM MCC flight con-

trol mode. It should bc noted that the flight condition
was constant which resulted in constant FCS feedback

gains. The effects of canard seal wear on the struc-

tural response were negligible since the data were ac-

quired in one flight. Therefore, the changes in the ca-

nard structural response are due solely to the acrody-

namics acting on the canard.

The peak amplitude of the 13.5-Hz forced responsc
as a function of canard lift force coefficient is shown

in Fig. 14. The lift force coefficients were obtained

by first integrating the chordwise static pressure distri-
butions on the canard to obtain a normalized section

lift coefficient. The section lift coefficients were then

integrated across the span, yielding a canard lift coef-

ficient. Data was analyzed at four canard angles of at-

tack (8.4, 5.1, -0.4, and -4.0°). The results show that

the structural response was the largest for a normalized

lift coefficient of approximately zero and decreased as
the normalized lift coefficient increased. The differ-

ence in the overall canard structural response at these

two extremes is shown in the power spectral density

plots in Fig. 15. Similar results for the wingtip struc-

tural response as a function of lift coefficient are shown

in Fig. 16.

It is interesting to note that the canard is nearly aero-

dynamically unloaded at a negative canard angle of

attack (-4.0°). This is caused by the canard being

mounted in front of the wing. The upwash of the wing

increases the angle of attack of the canard 14 resulting

in an unloaded condition at a negative angle of attack.

It was found that the structural response of the ca-

nard and the wing increased as the normalized lift co-
efticient decreased for each surface. The canard was of

primary concern because the motion of this surface re-

sulted in higher amplitude feedback path signals to the

FCS. This data suggests that ASE flight testing should

be accomplished at an angle of attack where the sur-
face of concern is at or near zero lift.

Concluding Remarks

Aeroservoelasticity is the interaction of the aircraft's

structural dynamics, aerodynamics, and flight control

system. The X-29A aircraft experienced an aeroser-
voelastic interaction which consisted of the canard

pitch mode at 26.5 Hz being sampled and then aliased

by the flight control system to 13.5 Hz. Flight test re-

suits indicated that each component of an aeroservoe-

lastic interaction (structural dynamics, flight control

system, and aerodynamics) could significantly con-
tribute to the interaction.

It was found that the canard structural dynamics

were affected by the amount of wear on the canard

aerodynamic seals fitted between the canard root and

the fuselage. As the amount of wear increased so did

the structural response amplitude of the canard.

The flight control system anti-aliasing filters had a

break frequency of 32 Hz. The Nyquist frequency of

the digital flight control system was 20 Hz. The alias-

ing of the canard pitch mode at a frequency of 26.5 Hz

was primarily a result of the break frequency being set
above 20 Hz.

The canard command signal increased in amplitude

as a result of increased structural dynamic response of

the canard and increased feedback path gains. The ca-

nard structural response was a function of canard aero-

dynamics and increased as the canard normalized lift
coefficient decreased.

The flight experience of the X-29A has shown that

aircraft with flexible structures and high gain digi-

tal flight control systems are sensitive to even small

changes in the structural dynamics, aerodynamics, and

flight control system feedback path gain. The effect of

these changes should be analyzed, and tested on the

ground and in flight to determine the extent of their

effect whenever possible.
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